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Abstract. Comparison to traditionally accurate computing, approximate computing focuses on the rapidity
of the satisfactory solution, but not the unnecessary accuracy of the solution. Approximate bisimularity is
the approximate one corresponding to traditionally accurate bisimilarity. Based on the work of distances
between basic processes, we propose an algebraic approach for distances between processes to support a
whole process calculus CCS, which contains prefix, sum, composition, restriction, relabeling and recursion.
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1. Introduction
Big data is a new trend in computer science, because there has been more and more huge amount of data
produced by the various sensors, the Internet and the IoT. For traditionally accurate computing to process
these data needs more and more computation power, and also more and more processing time, approximate
computing will become a key technology in big data area.
Comparison to traditionally accurate computing, approximate computing focuses on the rapidity of the
satisfactory solution, but not the unnecessary accuracy of the solution. Approximate bisimularity is the ap-
proximate one corresponding to traditionally accurate bisimilarity. Therefore, that caused to process calculus
based approximate semantics [4] [5] with comparison to traditional CCS [1] [2].
Similar to approximate bisimilarity, distances between processes [6] [7] [8] were researched recently. Es-
pecially, in [8], an pure algebraic approach for distances between processes was proposed, which could be
compared to algebraic laws for processes [3].
But, only basic processes (freely generated by Σ1(0,Act,+)-algebra), i.e., the process terms only contain
prefix operator and sum operator. A whole process calculus in [1] [2] is not supported in [8]. Based on the
work in [8], we propose an algebraic approach for distances between processes to support a whole process
calculus in [1] [2], which contains prefix, sum, composition, restriction, relabeling and recursion.
This paper are organized as follows. In section 2, we introduce the preliminaries, including the process
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calculus used in this paper, the approximate bisimulation semantics, and the work of distances between basic
processes in [8]. In section 3, we discuss distances between processes with silent step τ . We discuss distances
between processes with composition operator ∣ in section 4. In section 5, distances between processes with
restriction and relabeling are discussed. Then in section 6, distances between processes with recursion are
introduced. And finally, we conclude this paper in section 7.
2. Preliminaries
In the following, the variables x,x′, y, y′, z, z′ range over the collection of process terms, p, q are processes,
the variables υ,ω range over the set Act of atomic actions, α,β ∈ A, Act is the set of co-names of actions,
α,β ∈ Act, t, t′ are closed items, τ is the special constant silent step, d(α,β) is the distance between α and
β.
2.1. Process Calculus
Definition 1 (Signature). A signature Σ consists of a finite set of function symbols (or operators) f, g,⋯,
where each function symbol f has an arity ar(f), being its number of arguments. A function symbol a, b, c,⋯
of arity zero is called a constant, a function symbol of arity one is called unary, and a function symbol of
arity two is called binary.
Definition 2 (Term). Let Σ be a signature. The set T(Σ) of (open) terms s, t, u,⋯ over Σ is defined as
the least set satisfying: (1)each variable is in T(Σ); (2) if f ∈ Σ and t1,⋯, tar(f) ∈ T(Σ), then f(t1,⋯, tar(f) ∈
T(Σ)). A term is closed if it does not contain free variables. The set of closed terms is denoted by T (Σ).
We have considered as processes the terms generated by the free Σ(0,Act∪Act∪{τ},+, ∣, /, f,
def
= )-algebra,
which correspond to the CCS processes defined in [1][2] and [4][5].
Definition 3 (Operational semantics of a process calculus). Given a set of actions α ∈ Act, the
set of processes is that defined by the BNF-grammar: p ∶∶= 0∣αp∣p + q∣p ∣ q∣p/L∣f(p)∣A
def
= P . The operational
semantics is defined by:
Act
α.p
α
Ð→ p
Sum
p
α
Ð→ p′
p + q
α
Ð→ p′
Com1
p
α
Ð→ p′
p ∣ q
α
Ð→ p′ ∣ q
Com2
q
α
Ð→ q′
p ∣ q
α
Ð→ p ∣ q′
Com3
p
l
Ð→ p′ q
l
Ð→ q′
p ∣ q
τ
Ð→ p′ ∣ q′
Comθ3
p
l1
Ð→ p′ q
l2
Ð→ q′
p ∣ q
τ
Ð→ p′ ∣ q′
(d(l1, l2) < θ)
Res
p
α
Ð→ p′
p/L
α
Ð→ p′/L
(α,α ∉ L)
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Rel
p
α
Ð→ p′
p[f]
f(α)
ÐÐ→ p′[f]
Con
p
α
Ð→ p′
A
α
Ð→ p′
A
def
= p
2.2. Approximate Bisimulation
The following concepts come from Ying’s works on approximate Bisimulation [4] [5].
Definition 4 (λ-bisimulation). Let σ = (S,T,{
t
Ð→∶ t ∈ T }) be a transition system and λ ∈ [0,∞). R is a
λ-bisimulation, if and only if for any (s1, s2) ∈ R, and for each λ < θ and for each t ∈ T ,
1. if s1
t
Ð→ s′1 then for some u ∈ T , ∃s
′
2 ∈ S, s2
u
Ð→ s′2, d(t, u) < θ and (s
′
1, s
′
2) ∈ R; and
2. if s2
t
Ð→ s′2 then for some u ∈ T , ∃s
′
1 ∈ S, s1
u
Ð→ s′1, d(t, u) < θ and (s
′
1, s
′
2) ∈ R.
Definition 5 (λ-round, non-expansive). Let (X,d) be a metric space, Y ⊆ X and λ ≥ 0, and let f
be a mapping from X into itself. If for any x, y ∈ X , x ∈ Y and d(x, y) ≤ λ implies y ∈ Y , then Y is said to
be λ-round; if for some µ > λ, Y is µ-round, then Y is said to be strongly λ-round, and if for any x, y ∈ X ,
d(f(x), f(y)) ≤ d(x, y), then d is said to be non-expansive.
Let agent schemas Ω be those expressions in which action variables at different places must be different
such that they can be put in with arbitrary actions to construct an agent expression, and Av(E) is the set
of action places (occurring syntactically) in E.
Definition 6 (Weakly λ-defended). Let E ∈ Ω. If an agent variable X fits the following conditions
and λ ≥ 0:
1. X does not occur in any subagent of E of the form E1 ∣ E2;
2. if X occurs in a subagent E′/L of E; then L is λ-round; and
3. if X occurs in a subagent E′[f] of E; then f is non-expansive,
then X is said to be λ-defended. If we eliminate condition 1, then X is weakly λ-defended.
2.3. Distances Between Processes
In [7] and [8], the distance relation =d between Σ1(0,Act,+)-algebra processes is defined as follows.
Definition 7 (Distance relation of Σ1-algebra processes). Given a semantics L, defined by a pre-
order ⊆L, coarser than bisimulation, we say that a process q is at distance at most n of being better than
some other p, w.r.t. the semantics L and the distance between actions d, and then we write dL
d
≤ n ≥ 0, if we
can infer p ⊑Ln , by applying the following rules:
1.p⊆Lq
p⊑Lnq
.
2.
p⊑Lnq
αp⊑L
n+d(β,α)
βq
.
3.
p⊑Lnp
′
p+q⊑Lnp
′+q
.
4.
p⊑Lnq q⊑
L
n′
r
p⊑L
n+n′
r
.
We simply write =d for the obtained collection of distance relations, that in this case are all symmetric.
Definition 8 (Algebraic Definition of the bisimulation distance of Σ1-algebra). Two processes
p, q ∈ Σ1, we can say that p is at most d ≥ 0 far away of being bisimilar to q, if and only if p ≡d q can be
derived using the following set of rules:
1. p ≡d p for all d ≥ 0 and for all p.
2. p ≡d p
′
⇒ p′ ≡d p for all d ≥ 0 and for all p, p
′.
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3. p ≡d1 p
′ and p′ ≡d2 p
′′
⇒ p ≡d1+d2 p
′′ for all d1, d2 ≥ 0 and for all p, p
′, p′′.
4. (i)p ≡d1 p
′ and q ≡d2 q
′
⇒ p + q ≡d1+d2 p
′ + q′ for all d1, d2 ≥ 0 and for all p, p
′, q, q′.
(ii)p ≡d q⇒ αp ≡d αq for all d ≥ 0 and for all p, q, and α ∈ Act.
5. p ≡d p
′
⇒ pρ ≡d p
′ρ for every substitution ρ.
6. (i)αx ≡
d(α,β) βx for all α,β ∈ Act.
(ii)x + y ≡0 y + x.
(iii)x + x ≡0 x.
(iv)(x + y) + z ≡0 x + (y + z).
(v)z + 0 ≡0 z.
Then in [8], the following conclusion is proven.
Theorem 1. For all p, q ∈ Σ1, p ≡d q⇔ p =d q.
3. Distances between Processes with the Silent Step τ
In this section, we consider Σ2(0,Act ∪ Act ∪ {τ},+)-algebra. Because in Σ2, the processes are with the
co-names α of an action α, and the silent step τ , we define the following distances between actions.
d(τ, τ) = 0.
d(α,β) = d(α,β).
d(τ, β) = d(α, τ) = d(τ, β) = d(α, τ) = d(α,β) = d(α,β) = ∞.
Because of the existence of τ , the distance relation in Σ2 is based on weak approximate bisimulation [5],
which is coarse than weak bisimulation.
Definition 9 (Distance relation of Σ2-algebra processes). Given a semantics L, defined by a pre-
order ⊆L, coarser than weak bisimulation, we say that a process q is at distance at most n of being better
than some other p, w.r.t. the semantics L and the distance between actions d, and then we write dL
d
≤ n ≥ 0,
if we can infer p ⊑Ln , by applying the following rules:
1.p⊆Lq
p⊑Lnq
.
2.
p⊑Lnq
αp⊑L
n+d(β,α)
βq
.
3.
p⊑Lnp
′
p+q⊑Lnp
′+q
.
4.
p⊑Lnq q⊑
L
n′
r
p⊑L
n+n′
r
.
We simply write =d for the obtained collection of distance relations, that in this case are all symmetric.
Next, we define the ≡d relation as follows.
Definition 10 (Algebraic Definition of the bisimulation distance of Σ2-algebra). We just add
the following rules as 7 to Definition 8:
7. (i)x + τx ≡0 τx.
(ii)α(x + τy) ≡0 α(x + y) + αy.
Then we can get the following theorem.
Theorem 2. For all p, q ∈ Σ2, p ≡d q⇔ p =d q.
Proof. The proof needs to use induction over the depth of derivations. Comparison to the proof of Theorem
1, we only consider the new cases.
(⇐).
The new cases are as follows.
1. p≈q
p=dq
. If p ≈ q, then by use of the last four axioms in Def.10.6 (same as Def.8.6) and the two axioms in
Def.10.7, we have p ≡0 q, by Def.10.1 we have q ≡d q, finally by Def.10.3, we get p ≡d q.
2. p=dq
αp=
d+d(β,α)
βq
. For the cases of α,β ∈ Act ∪Act ∪ {τ}, the conclusion still stands.
(⇒).
1. p ≡d p. We have p ≈ p, then we get p =d p.
2. The two axioms in Def.10.7, by applying the i.h. and Def.9.1 and Def.9.2.
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4. Distances between Processes with the Composition Operator ∣
In this section, let us consider Σ3(0,Act ∪Act ∪ {τ},+, ∣).
Definition 11 (Distance relation of Σ3-algebra processes). We just add the following rules to
Definition 9 as rule 5.
5.
p⊑Lnp
′
p∣q⊑Lnp
′∣q
for n < θ.
Definition 12 (Algebraic Definition of the bisimulation distance of Σ3-algebra). We just add
the following rules as 7 and 8 to Definition 8:
7.(i)p ≡d1 p
′, q ≡d2 q
′
⇒ p ∣ q ≡d1+d2 p
′ ∣ q′ for d1, d2 < θ.
(ii)If u is ∑µixi and v is ∑νjyj , then u ∣ v ≡d ∑µi(xi ∣ v) +∑νj(u ∣ yj) +∑d(µi,νj)<θ τ(xi ∣ yj) (where
d = d(µi, νj), d(µi, νj) < θ).
8.(i)x + τx ≡0 τx.
(ii)α(x + τy) ≡0 α(x + y) + αy.
(iii)ατy ≡0 αy.
(iv)If u is ∑µixi and v is ∑ νjyj, then u ∣ v ≡0 ∑µi(xi ∣ v) +∑ νj(u ∣ yj) +∑µi=νj τ(xi ∣ yj).
Theorem 3. For all p, q ∈ Σ3, p ≡d q⇔ p =d q.
Proof. The proof needs to use induction over the depth of derivations. Comparison to the proof of Theorem
2, we only consider the new cases.
(⇐).
The new cases are as follows.
1. p≈q
p=dq
. If p ≈ q, then by use of the last four axioms in Def.12.6 (same as Def.8.6) and the five axioms in
Def.12.7, we have p ≡0 q, by Def.12.1 we have q ≡d q, finally by Def.12.3, we get p ≡d q.
2. p=dp
′
p∣q=dp′∣q
. By the i.e., p ≡d p
′; by Def.12.1, we have q ≡0 q; then we apply Def.12.7, we get p ∣ q =d p
′ ∣ q.
(⇒).
1. p ≡d p. We have p ≈ p, then we get p =d p.
2. p ≡d1 p
′, q ≡d2 q
′
⇒ p ∣ q ≡d1+d2 p
′ ∣ q′ for d1, d2 < θ. By the i.e., we get p =d1 p
′ and q =d2 q
′; by use of
Def.11.3 and Def.11.5, we get p ∣ q =d1+d2 p
′ ∣ q′.
3. If u is ∑µixi and v is ∑ νjyj , then u ∣ v ≡d ∑µi(xi ∣ v) +∑νj(u ∣ yj) +∑d(µi,νj)<θ τ(xi ∣ yj) (where
d = d(µi, νj), d(µi, νj) < θ). By the i.e. and Def.11.1, Def.11.2, Def.11.3, and Def.11.5.
4. The four axioms in Def.12.8, by applying the i.h. and Def.11.1, Def.11.2, Def.11.3, and Def.11.5.
5. Distances between Processes with Restriction / and Relabeling f
In this section, we will process Σ4(0,Act∪Act∪{τ},+, ∣, /, f), where / is the restriction and f is the relabeling
operator.
Definition 13 (Distance relation of Σ4-algebra processes). We just add the following rules to
Definition 11 as rule 6 and rule 7.
6.
p⊑Lnp
′
p/L⊑Lnp
′/L
for L is strongly d-round.
7.
p⊑Lnp
′
p[f]⊑Lnp
′[f]
for f is non-expansive.
Definition 14 (Algebraic Definition of the bisimulation distance of Σ4-algebra). We just add
the following rules as 9 and 10 to Definition 12:
9.(i)p ≡d p
′
⇒ p/L ≡d p
′/L, if L is strongly d-round.
(ii)p ≡d p
′
⇒ p[f] ≡d p
′[f], if f is non-expansive.
10.(i)(αx)[f] ≡0 f(α)(x[f]), if f(α) is defined; otherwise, (αx)[f] ≡0 0.
(ii)(x + y)[f] ≡0 x[f] + y[f].
(iii)0[f] ≡0 0.
Theorem 4. For all p, q ∈ Σ4, p ≡d q⇔ p =d q.
Proof. The proof needs to use induction over the depth of derivations. Comparison to the proof of Theorem
3, we only consider the new cases.
(⇐).
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The new cases are as follows.
1. p≈q
p=dq
. If p ≈ q, then by use of the last four axioms in Def.14.6 (same as Def.8.6), the five axioms in
Def.14.7, and the three axioms in Def.14.10, we have p ≡0 q, by Def.14.1 we have q ≡d q, finally by Def.14.3,
we get p ≡d q.
2. p=dp
′
p/L=dp′/L
. By the i.e., p ≡d p
′; then, we have p/L ≡d p
′/L; then we apply Def.14.9(i), we get p/L =d p
′/L.
3. p=dp
′
p[f]=dp′[f]
. By the i.e., p ≡d p
′; then, we have p[f] ≡d p
′[f]; then we apply Def.14.9(ii), we get p[f] =d
p′[f].
(⇒).
1. p ≡d p. We have p ≈ p, then we get p =d p.
2. p ≡d p
′
⇒ p/L ≡d p
′/L, if L is strongly d-round. By the i.e. and Def.13.6.
3. p ≡d P
′
⇒ p[f] ≡d p
′[f], if f is non-expansive. By the i.e. and Def.13.7.
4. The three axioms in Def.14.10, by applying the i.h. and Def.13.1, Def.13.2, Def.13.3 and Def.11.7.
6. Distances between Processes with Recursion
In this section, we continue discussing Σ5(0,Act ∪Act ∪ {τ},+, ∣, /, f,
def
= ).
Definition 15 (Distance relation of Σ5-algebra processes). We just add the following rules to
Definition 13 as rule 8.
8.
p⊑Lnp
′
A⊑Lnp
′ (A
def
= p), if p, p′ are weakly guarded, d < θ; for any λ > d, if X is λ-weakly defended in p, p′.
Definition 16 (Algebraic Definition of the bisimulation distance of Σ5-algebra). We just add
the following rules as 11 to Definition 14:
11.p ≡d p
′
⇒ A ≡d p
′ (A
def
= P ), if p, p′ are weakly guarded, d < θ; for any λ > d, if X is λ-weakly defended
in p, p′.
Theorem 5. For all p, q ∈ Σ5, p ≡d q⇔ p =d q.
Proof. The proof needs to use induction over the depth of derivations. Comparison to the proof of Theorem
4, we only consider the new cases.
(⇐).
The new cases are as follows.
1. p≈q
p=dq
. If p ≈ q, then by use of the last four axioms in Def.16.6 (same as Def.8.6), the five axioms in
Def.16.7, and the three axioms in Def.16.10, we have p ≡0 q, by Def.16.1 we have q ≡d q, finally by Def.16.3,
we get p ≡d q.
2. p=dp
′
A=dp′
. By the i.e., p ≡d p
′; then, we have A ≡d p
′; then we apply Def.16.11, we get A =d p
′.
(⇒).
1. p ≡d p. We have p ≈ p, then we get p =d p.
2. p ≡d p
′
⇒ A ≡d p
′, (A
def
= p), if p, p′ are weakly guarded, d < θ; for any λ > d, if X is λ-weakly defended
in p, p′. By the i.e. and Def.15.8.
7. Conclusions
Based on the work for distances between basic processes in [8], and Ying’s work on approximate bisimilary
[4] [5], we develop an algebraic approach for a whole process calculus CCS [1].
In future, big data will become more and more popular, and we will try to use the algebraic approach in
this paper, to verify the correctness of behaviors of big data systems and applications.
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